New flow regimes generated by mode coupling in buoyant-thermocapillary convection.
We report on a new nonlinear dynamics occurring in a confined cylindrical column filled with fluid (liquid bridge) and heated from above. We demonstrate and analyze the novel oscillatory flow state created by the interaction of two hydrothermal waves of different origins: one propagates vertically from the cold towards the hot side (m=0) and another is traveling in the azimuthal direction (m=1). Their interaction leads to an exotic flow structure: during a part of the oscillation period the resulting wave propagates in a given azimuthal direction, whereas during the rest of the period it moves in the opposite direction. A new bimodal flow regime is found to exist over a parameter range where these modes have comparable influence. The phase diagrams, obtained by three-dimensional nonlinear simulations, are reported. They shed light on the instability mechanism and criteria of the existence of novel states.